LIST #23 - DOUBLING FINAL CONSONANTS

1. occur  occurred
2. occur  occurring
3. control  controlling
4. control  controls
5. permit  permitted
6. permit  permits
7. prefer  preferring
8. prefer  prefers
9. forget  forgotten
10. forget  forgetting
11. forget  forgetful
12. admit  admitted
13. admit  admits
14. begin  beginner
15. begin  begins
16. travel  traveling
17. focus  focused
18. panel  paneling
19. pedal  pedaling
20. shovel  shoveling

Doubling Rule: If a word ends in an accented syllable that contains 1 vowel and 1 final consonant, you double the final consonant before adding an ending that begins with a vowel. Do not double the final consonant if the ending begins with a consonant.